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OM76, Ora71, Reu12, San72, Spi97, Wer71, Whi75a, Win02a, Win02b, vdH20.
Brunel [Buc92]. Bruno [Ri08, Tre13]. Bryant [Bro89]. Bryder [Wei90].
BSHS [O’R83]. Bucks [Mos79, Nev80, O’R83]. Bugs [Van08, Sch15]. Build
[Hol81a]. Building
[AB80, CH75, Eps09, KGDLB +15, McC92, Muk07b, Ber08, Edm11]. Built
[Mck99, Rai06]. Bulgarian [KS79]. Bulgarian [Sim95]. Bump [Ri08].
[Red16, dLM00]. business [Foc16, PW10]. Busted [Joe99b]. Butterfly
[Low89]. Button [CE14]. Bynum [Alb95].

C [Ano77i, Del05, HG88, Mar05, Pra09, Ric88]. C. [Mar05, Wyn76]. CA
[Col07, Del05, FM17]. Calculation [Blo91a, Hoe19a]. Calibration [Hes00].
Calicivirus [Lan01a]. Calif [Bru77, Nev80]. California
[Ano16a, Car12a, Phi16, Sha16, Wak04]. Called [Mac03b, Vic95]. calling
[Alb95, Del05, Fis10, Goo10, Moo09, Pra09, Pri71, Rei06, Ros10, Gas84, Ste90].
Cambrosoio [Kle91]. Came [Col96a]. Camelot [Sol01a]. cameras [Kim16].
Campaings [Bij01]. Campanario [Nis95]. Campbell [Ros96b]. Campus
[Blo77]. Can [BP80, Cri04, Do17, Gor89b, Jas00, Sha01, Skr16, TY85, Vas15, CS17, FW17, Nav11, Ful94b]. Canada [Cur98, Tur01a]. Canadian
[Gar73a]. Canal [Car12b]. Cancer [Bou05, Bud78, CC98, Fuj87, KLBKC11, MRL01, Pal02, Par05, RB09, Ric88, Avi15, KBRB19, TL11]. Cannibalism
[Kid88]. Cannot [Joe99b]. Can’t [Mar04, Rap01, RS89b]. Canute [CE03]. capacity
[Reu12]. Capital [Bur08, Hon08, KHM10]. Capitalism [Wri80]. Capitalist
[Ink91]. Caprices [CH75]. Carcinogenic [Abr93, GEJ79]. Card [God97].
cardiac [JS18]. Cardiovascular [Shi05]. cardioverter [Oud15]. Care
[Ano77p, Bur92, Oro77a, Rui79, Zin76, dC09]. Careers
[FS01, HR87, Her07, Rud77, Zin71, Mos16]. careful [DG17]. Caring
[Vis15, Goo18]. Carill [Blo77]. Carlson [Lat92]. Carolina [CC12, Mir07].
Carpenter [Ano77h]. cars [Sti18]. Carving [Ram02, Wyn92a]. cascades
[Jan18]. Case [Abr91, Bar85a, BS08, Bud78, Bud85, CK83, CG90, Chin, Cc77, Ccc90, Cue90, Der83, Dem90, Sut78, Dun91, ER78, Eps97, Far75, FS93, FL88, Gap95, Gar97, GK72, GEJ79, Gor82, Har81b, Hol74, IM83b, Joe94, KGSW82, Kwa85, Law73, Mac78b, Mag77, Man96b, Mar97, Mat05, McC92, Mes88, MB94, Mie98, Mul73, Nes95, Par88, Pic81, Pra07, Pre06, Rea01, RH83, Rui79, Sha04, Sho05, SS94, Ste78b, SS91, Sut84, Tat86, Tho02, Tur90, Tur87, VB03, WD97, Wes77, Wes78, WSB79, Wyn76, Yea99, dMDF98, vdsVESW98, Bra14, KHM10, iOL18, Seg18, SC18, WM17]. Case-Studies
[Mag77]. Case-Study [Har81b, Mac78b, Ste78b, SS91, Yea99]. Cases
[Mia99, Stu07]. casino [Joh18]. Casting [Sis17a]. Cat [Bru80, Cri10].
Category [Kel89, RS89b]. Cathcart [SN89]. Cathedral [Mac90].
[Hut91, Smi85, WC16]. Cause [Eva99]. caused [Shr14]. Causes [Sle89a],
Caveat [Bud85]. Caveats [Por77]. Celebrating [Sch06]. Celebration
[Edg03]. Cell [Pra06, SAG11, SK08, SF11, SFH12]. Cells [LP11].
Cellulose-Mie98. Cellulose-Degrading [Mie98]. Census [Lor08, Roc74].
Center [AB80]. centered [Ros11]. Central
[Fue85, Bal95, BFS95a, BFS95b, Sch95]. Centrality [Yox84]. Centre
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Century
[Bay83, GHR00, Ness95, Mal99, Wei90, Aiv15, Car18, Don86, SC18, 
Alb95, Bud92, Gas95, Kra89, Met06, Muk07b, Nur03, Som06a, Wri75].
Cerebral [Mor00]. Certain
[JZ12, Sch84, GS11]. Certainty
[Bug93, Col87, Mye91, Pin81b, Smy01, BM19]. Cervical
[CC98, SM93b, TL11]. Cetina [GP97, Sis93a]. Chadarevian [Mae07].
Chagas [Cou99]. Chains [Hol81b]. Chalfont [Nev80, O'R83]. Challenge
[RS89a, SG73, Ves96, JS18]. challenges [Ure14]. Chance [Har01, Wis01].
Chandra [Nan72]. Change
[Bar81, Bow96, BW83, BH03, EES96, Eva97, Gas90, HV93, Ho97a, Irw94, KC95, Man93, Mar08, Met06, MO09, Mos79, MF95, Mul98, NIM74, Sin96a, Mat14, Ple14, RP15a, SH17, OO12].
Changed [GB09, Shi03]. Changes
[Col86, Jeh95, Lyn12a, McD76, Mi95c, SM93a, Sis12a]. Changing
[Bea01, Blo98a, Hes86, Mos79, Nad80, Nes95, Ski06, Van08, Oud12].
[Joh85]. Characteristics [Fox05]. Charisma
[TS00, TS00]. Charles
[Gor10, Mos79, Ane77d, Gor90]. Charm [PN87]. Charting [HR87].
Chaussees [Gra07]. cheating [Joh18]. cheese [PH14]. Chemical
[Buc79, Don86, Lyo18, SN89]. Chemicals [Oud97]. Chemiker [Ri86].
Chemistry
[Rab76, Zin71, Zin76, AO78, Mos79, Opp79, Zin71]. Chemists
[Ril86, Whi75b, Mos79]. chequered [Mos16]. Chernobyl [Sag15]. chess
[Ens12]. Chicago [Ash07, Doi11, GM78, G190, Jun94, Sis10, NK14a]. Chick
[Dow07a]. Children
[Sol85, Son09, Lau13]. Chimerical [Bru80]. China
[Buc75b, Dec74, SF12]. Chinese
[Gre16b, Hon08, IL99, yLL14, Ma19]. Choice
[JM01, JLM73, Tod87, day90]. Waj90, Waj86, SJ11, Rip91]. Choices
[Sla07]. Cholesterol [Gar97]. Choosing [Har02b]. Choreography
[Cus96]. Christmas
[Bur75]. chromosome [Gri18]. Chromosomes [Mar04].
Chronobiology
[CK83]. Chrysler [Bra92a]. Church
[JM01]. cigarette
[Bel20]. circa
[CC98, Ink88, PS77]. Circle
[Bur92]. Circulation
[O'C93, Bie18]. Circumstance [Sha84]. Citation
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[Cam93, NFC83, Sma78]. Cities
[Tod87]. Citizen
[CC12, EP07, KH18, PD19]. Citizen-based
[CC12]. citizens
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Pic80a, PM89, Sti87, Woo82, Zan84. Commentary [RDB03, Bij12, Rif72].
Comments [Da90, Gue06, Hug06, Lyn01b, NKB86, Pfe79, Sim91].

Communicating [Huu12, Kru13]. Communication [Boh04, CS00, CH75, Gar73b, Lew95, MM86, Nad83, Rib07].
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Compared [Kir99]. Comparing [Coz85, OS05a, Par05, RB09].


Composition [MM81]. Compounds [GP09, RCB18]. compromising [Huu12].


Concerned [Dow88]. Concerning [Mor88a, MG82a]. Concrete [Sim95b].


Conflicts [Wad14]. Conformity [Nan72, Whi89]. Confronting [Ram09].

Confronts [Suc06]. Confusion [Mah80]. Congress [CL11, MD20].

Conjectures [BH97]. Conjugating [Hec02]. Connection [Rad86, Sch12].


Consequences [Gar04, Wil91]. Conservation [Yee99a, CC12].

Conservative [Pin97, SN89]. Considering [WG06]. Consolation [Cam93].

e-book [Del05]. e-health [NL18]. E. [Ano77e, SS91]. Each [PB84]. Eamon [Dea95]. Earliest [Man87]. Early [Ams87, Ber72, CG90, Dea95, Ger01, Goo10, Joe94, MM81, Zin76, Sül11, Süm06a]. Ears [Per04]. Earth [Clo01, Nev80, Clo03, Den03, Doe03, Ras98, Row05]. Earthly [Den03].

Empire [Nic97, Red02, Lac16]. Empirical [Bur83, Col81b, RH85, Sle89b, LL13]. Empiricism [Lau82, Ken15, RG14].

Employers [Div90]. Enacting [BM14, GKL6a]. enactment [Lev14].

Encounter [Kim07, FLK+14]. Enculturation [RB01].

End [Ald98, Blo91b, Gil06, Sch86, Win02a, Smi17]. End-to-End [Gil06]. Ending [Ash96, Del05]. Endlessly [Lab95a]. Enemies [Col85d]. Energy [Cra80a, Dun85, Hod83, IM85, KC95, Mat05, Pic80a, Sol85, RSH18, ST16, Sov10].

Engagement [HvL08, Jas96, AMT11, Bri14, IJJ13, NL18, VA16].

Environments [Th96]. Engaging [Cri96]. Engine [Bra92a, CB01, Har94a, Tor92, Mag17]. Engineered [Hog09]. Engineering [Bi07, Buc79, Div90, Edm02, ER78, Fau00, Fau07, For93, Gil06, GJG7, Got95, Hor04, Kra89, Law87, Pre08, Sat07, Shi99, Sim99b, Sor93, TG86, Vin91, Bed14, KG12, WB78, Wy19]. Engineers [Con89, Fle94, Gra07, Hor04, Por04]. Engines [CB01, Zie19]. England [Jac75, OR83, Div90, Don86, Lau84, Wri75].


Entangling [HFGP17]. Entering [Hol81a]. Enterprise [Hyy09, Ink85, Ink88, Ma19]. entity [Bre13]. Entrepreneurial [Jon99, Lam10a]. Environments [GB09, MC97, TUR73, Lap16].

Environmental [Ala09b, All07, CD84, Doe03, Eps09, Mat05, ML93, McD97, MLC06, NEL71, NEV80, TUA71, Ver02, Yea92, Ben12, JEO19].

Environmentalism [Yea89b, Bro95]. Environments [Tir18]. Enzymes [Mic98]. epidemic [Gre16b, Oik17]. epidemiological [AB19].

Epidemiology [Bri14, Rie03, Shi05]. Epigenetics [DSJ19]. Episode [Mor88b]. Epistemic [Bal06, Doi04, Kii02, Ley91, Mar04, Nel13, Per04, Rei13, KH18, Pet17, WM17].

Epistemological [Dal91, Nur93, Sol01a]. Epistemologically [Hen90].

Epistemologies [EM06, Kus10]. Epistemology

[Bre97, Gor89a, Jas96, Kri78, Mil04a]. Eponymy [dBB76]. Epstein [Sis10, Pic97]. Equation [Mac03c]. Equatorial [MD09]. equivocation [FLK+14]. Era [Alc08, Eps97, KLBK11]. Erasers [Bar11]. erasures [Bar11].

Eri [Dis75]. Ernest [Bli77, Wes88]. Erratum [Ano91d, Ano96, Ano99a, Ano99b, Ano09b, Ano09c, Ano09d, Ano12c]. Error [Der00, Jas91, Sti87]. errors [AW19]. Escape [Das92, Eli00]. Essay [Alb80, All76, AB80, Bar79, Bli71, Bli74, Bli77, Bru77, Buc75a, GM78, GW74, Gin10, Gre10, Haw73, Hol73, Hol81b, Kea73, Lat08, Mir07, Mos79].
Nev80, Pin11, Sch72b, Sis10, Sto08, Tua71, Wri80, Doi11, Edm11, LP11.

Essays [Day08, Nev80]. Essential [Hac05a]. Establishing [Hod83]. Estate [Har83a]. Estimates [Bow85, Den85]. Estrangeirados [CS00]. Estrogen [MM84b]. Etctera [Hug86]. Ethanol [Car09]. Ethical [MO09, Sch72b, Kow13, Zie19].

Essential [Hac05a]. Establishing [Hod83]. Estate [Har83a]. Ethnographic [Vau00, Vos04].

Ethnobotanical [GP09]. Ethnography [CLP90, CLP91, GP97, KCM97, Lyn94a, Ano16b, Bea10].

Ethnomethodological [Lyn11a]. Ethnomethodology [Bar85b, MS00, Mut13, Woa81a]. Ethnography [Hug86].

Ethnographic [Vau00, Vos04]. Ethnography [CLP90, CLP91, GP97, KCM97, Lyn94a, Ano16b, Bea10].

Ethnobotanical [GP09]. Ethnography [CLP90, CLP91, GP97, KCM97, Lyn94a, Ano16b, Bea10].
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Explication [Lev79, Pin97]. Explicit [Doi11]. Exploited [Swa89]. **Explaining**


funeral [JS17].

Further [Lau84, TDM82, WO96]. Furze [O’R83]. Fusion [Lew95, Sim99a].

Futile [Col96b]. Future

[GT00, Jen05, Kir10, LM75, CS20, Mah14, Mir18, Mor19, Rei13].

Future-Generating [Jen05]. Futures [Ski06, Dix19, Sha20, Tut11].

futurity [dlB15].

Fuzzy [Lam10a].

G [Mos79, PCL98, SS91, Wyn76]. G. [Ano77m]. Ga [Win02b].

Gabriel [BS04b, Lyn04e].

Galápagos [Hen18]. Gale [KCM97].

Gambling [Hsu13]. Game [Bru77, Jon09, Mar78, Wra03]. Gaming

[GT00, Zie19].

gaps [KdR19].

Garfinkel [Lyn11c].

Gas [Bal06, Bra92a, Whi75b]. Gascoigne [Ste90].

Gasoline [Car09].

Gender [Del02, Dug92, DH08, Fau00, Fau07, FS01, Fox05, Kel89, Mel09, RS89a, Rie03, Son9, Waj00, BL13, FW17, GB16, Kost, Lag12, Mon12, RS11, VFWC15].

Gender-Troubled [Fau07].

Genealogical [Arm09].

Genealogies [Jas12]. Genealogy [Nel08, Kim14]. General [Ob93, SM93b].

Generating [Jen05, Kir10, Pan11].

Generation [Cam03, RH83, TJ85, DG17, Del02]. Generations [Pin93].

Generification [PWD07].

Genetic [BFW14, Del05, Fu108, GGJ07, Got95, Hel98, Ker00, Nel08, PD19, Par05, Sah12, FR11, TT18].

Genetically [Kli02, Lez06, MLC06, Yea01].

Geneticization [Hed01]. Genetics

[All76, Bout5, FDR08, Gas90, KW15, Kim83, Pal02, RB09, Ram09, Rob99, Vic95, Wei94b, AABF10, GDLB15, Idi15, Nav11, Nel13, Pan11, SMWCSC15, SMW15, Smi17].

Genius [Lyn14, Wool74].

Genome [KGDLB+15].

Genomics [KBRB19].

Geography [Kim14, Mill12].

Geographical [Rud96]. Geology [Mac03a, OM76, AH11].

geopolitics [Sne12].

Geosphere [Kwa05]. Gerard [GM78, Lat07].

Germ [KC85].

German [Ri86, Wei94b, Bay83, Got95, OS05a, Sol92, SR73, Wol95, Yai19].

Germa[ny [SR27].

Germany [MIR07, Pfe79, PS77, Rob02, Tod92].

Gerontologist [Bol18].

Gerrylynn [Mos79]. Gesellschaft [Ri866].

Gestural [Ala08].

Gestures [Col96b].

Ghost [Lyn04d, AQK15].

Ghosts [McH09, Sis09a, Sis09b].

Girdyn [Han84, Kro82].

Gilbert [Ano77m, Hal88].

Gilded [Rie15].

Giles [Nev80, O’R83].

Gingras [Pic99].

Give [Har01, Wis01].

Giving [Hay07].

Glasgow [SN98].

Global [Harn9a, Kim07, Kim02, Kwa05, Mat05, ML93, PWD07, Pol14, Smi17, Abe13, Ben12, Cra10, TT18, WM17].

Globalization [Lak04, Row12].
Henrietta [LP11]. Henry [Del05, Bro89, Mer98b, MR73]. HEP [PN87]. Herbert [Ano77f]. Here [Har02a, Ler18]. Heritage [Egl97]. Herts [Rip91]. Hessen [Gra85]. Heterodox [Hes87]. Heterogeneity [Mor06, Nic96, SDL+14]. Heterogeneous [Del08]. Hicks [Fra88]. Hierarchies [Fau00]. Hierarchy [SBS+00]. Higher [Blo77]. High [Cra80a, Hod83, IM85, KC95, Pie80a, Pri71, Foc16, Heg16, Mac17]. High-Energy [IM85, KC95]. high-frequency [Mac17]. high-tech [Foc16]. Higher [Bru77, Heg16, Wes86]. Highest [Blo77]. Highly-Cited [Cam93]. Hill [Blo77, Mir07]. Hills [Nev80]. Hindsight [Kre71]. Hiroshima [Lin16]. Hirschauer [Lyn94a]. Hirsh [Han84]. Historian [She02]. Historians [Car05]. Historical [Boh89, BW83, Bru80, Elk78, FG86, Gas92, Ink85, Nev80, Old90a, dSP75, Thé04, Wri80]. Histories [Den87, Wall1, Sah12]. historiographical [Mar17]. Historiography [Boh91, Nic96, Wei74a, Wei74b]. History [AA84, All76, AB80, Ano09a, dBB76, Boh99, Bow96, Buc75a, CM09, Del05, Den87, Dug87, Eas73, Eps98, FG73, God98, Goo10, Gra85, Har83b, Hum82, Jas00, Jen05, Kuk94, Mac78a, Mac81, Mar05, Mar04, Mee08, Mil84, Mil04b, Mir72, Mor88b, Mos79, Nev80, Nic97, O’R83, Ola96, Old88, Pan80, Rei80, Roc81, Sec85, Sha80, SSS9a, SS94, Tom87, Twe93, Wei74a, Wei74b, Wei90, WOO76, AQK15, Eus12, Gar13, Joh18, Mar17, Sli11]. hitherto [Jon16]. Hits [Dow07a]. HIV [Cra10, Eng20, Gre16a, Mon12]. holds [Dow07b]. Holmes [Wes88]. Holocaust [ABB+08, Hed08b, Hed08a]. home [AK16b, Lac16, Rob16]. homes [Mar13]. Homo [KGDLB+15]. Homogeneity [SDL+14]. honey [SK13]. Honeybee [Cri04]. Honoring [Car05]. Honouring [Old93]. Hope [Mul93, Pol14]. Hopkins [Sil10]. Hopwood [Mac07]. Horae [RG16]. Hormone [Mat13]. Hormones [Oud90]. Horses [Ful90]. hospital [Rob16, Str16]. Hospitals [Ray86]. Hot [Hin14]. House [McC92, Mir07, Pin99b, Ral06]. House-Building [McC92]. Houses [Mck99]. HP8 [O’R83]. Hubert [Col92b]. Hud [AB80]. Hughes [Bar84a, Car05]. Hugo [Ano77g]. Human [Bal96, Blo92, Fee00, Gie89, Gie91, Goo10, Ham82, JAH82, Kir99, Mar04, MM98, Mul94, Mul95a, Nor92, OS05a, Pet15, Pra06, Twi05, BSB16, FR11, Hoo17, Joh13, Jon17a, Nel13, Rad13, Reu12, Smi17, Str16, Rea01]. humanitarian [Red16, SS18]. Humans [Vos04, Leo12]. Hundred [Dea74]. Hungary [MF95]. Hurricane [Shr07, Sim07a, Shr14, Sim07a]. Hurt [Mod01]. Hybrid [Tom05]. Hybridization [JM01]. hydrids [KLBC11]. hydraulics [Pit12]. hydrocapitalism [Pit12]. hydroimperialism [Pit12]. Hydrothermal [Ore03]. Hypatia [Del02]. Hype [Rei06]. Hyper [Edw94]. Hypertension [Edw94]. Hypo [Tir18]. Hypo-interventions [Tir18]. Hypothesis [Oro77b]. Hysterectomy [Woo06].
Identification [Col98, Bie18]. Identifying [Bri13, SG74b]. Identities [Fau07, Hec96, Lj98, Tim96]. Identity [Dow88, DH08, Hac05a, Kan78b, Mar10, MD09, Nan72, Skl06, Wyn96, Ken13, PD19, PAB15]. Ideological [Ger01, Kli70]. Ideologies [Hec96, Kin02]. Ideology [Fri84, Hill86, Lyn94b, MC92, Man87, McC88, You71]. Idylls [Lyn95b]. Ignorance [Jeo19, Pin15]. II [Ano77o, Bea77, Bud78, Bug93, FS93, GSSD74, Har77, MS88b, Res82, Sis12a, Wei74b, Ano77e]. Illness [Wri80]. Illumination [Ano77j, Del05, Gor77]. Image [Som06a, dG75, Fro12, Jat17]. Imagery [Hec96, Kin02]. Imagery [Fri84, Hil86, Lei75, Lyn94b, MG92, Man87, McC88, VN93, GSSD74, Har77, MS88b, Res82, Sis12a, Wei74b, Ano77e]. Imperialism [BFW14]. Implant [Jas02]. implantable [Oud15]. Implications [GR08, GHR00, HH83, HS94, PT72, Roc74]. Importance [Hen90, Ken13, Sov10]. Imports [JS18]. Impossible [Coo19]. Imposture [Cal19]. Impractical [Wyn88]. Improving [Har02a]. imputation [Wad14]. Ina [Ano77a]. incl [O’R83]. Include [Lag07]. Inclusion [Eps08, Sis10, Sis10]. incognita [Mes17]. Incoherent [Wal00]. Income [Mcc92]. Incommensurability [Nad83, Zan84, Lez10]. Independent [Sim78, Wes79]. Indeterminacy [Sch10]. Index [Ami74, Ano02, Ano04, Ano06d, Ano06b, Lin78, Bru77]. India [Row12, Bha76, GS02, Hai19, Har83a, JS18, Pra05, Red75, SFP11]. Indian [Cho85, Mah14]. Indiana [AB80]. Indians [Jac75]. Indicator [Nad83, SRT2]. Indicators [SWB77b]. Indices [DC76]. Indifference [Dun74]. indigeneity [Tal13]. indigenization [Ler18]. Indigenous [Gar99, Ken13, KRR13, Kow13, Mar08b, She06, JS18]. Individualism [Hut91, Sat07]. Indonisia [Smi14]. Inductivism [Blo77]. Industrial [Bar71, Eri71, Hol81b, Lwa95, MF95, Tax93, Ver88]. Industrialisation [Hol81b]. Industrialized [McC92]. Industry [And88, Bur75, Don86, Eva10, Lam10a, MK84, MM98, Mül95c, Ros93a, San72, Win02a, Win02b, Bye16, Gar73a, VI17, Wad14]. ineffable [SC18]. Inequality [All80, SL91]. inequity [RS11]. Infant [Huf86]. Infanticide [Ree01]. infection [BS16]. Inference [Blo92, Nol92]. Inferences [TY85]. Infertility [Cus96, Ker00]. Influence [Doe03, Hill74, Hut71, Son09, SH89, Vel90, Tor94]. Influences [Hea04]. Influential [HSP02]. influenza [MD20]. Informal [WG74, Zin71]. Informatics [Bea01]. Information [Blo91a, Har02a, Mac93, Smi09, Fro17, Rie15, TL18, VFWC15]. informational [Fro17, Jan18]. informs [AH11]. Infrastructural [Mac03b]. Infrastructure [RP15b, Sim07a, Sim07b, Str16, Ben12, Car12b, FW17].
The text is not provided in a readable format. It appears to be a mix of words and phrases that do not form a coherent document. Therefore, it is not possible to accurately transcribe the content into a plain text representation.
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